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SECRET

Chief, R11 ... , (Att. Chief, SR).

Chiefi ' of Base, Amish.

REMOX/AECOB

.CAMUSO S/W Contra and Compromise
-Indicator.

Ref - DIR724743

1. Attached are Lr.	 notes on the CAMUSO sit/ compromise and control
inclicators.1:. .	

...linterpretation of them is as follows

rtkop.11,-

If uncontrolled, he will it as folloUss

Z. KR. 1
	

JELGAVA

CaITALS (1)	 1

Attt

If controlled, he will mrite_cs'fal6Ust
.1	 (3) 9.14aijam 52.

Jelgava -11
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(2) Periods: periods efter ,il a and NR" if uncontrolled; none if xiantrolbsd.

(3) Date: At lower left in figures if uncontrolled; at -Upper right with
month written out it controlled.

' (A) Complimentary close; Always JUN ("your") if Uncontrolled; omitted
if controlled.

Baas, in writing to CAMUK04, will always ask KUR ATRODAS•ARD'never
KURA:R. KUR IR will be . a challenge, to which CAVZSO-1 will answer nonsense.
AsamWles KUR IR MIKA !MD VIKKIBA. C9US0-1 will reply MVD VUNIRA 13 iii
.JDMS. Saba This *reality would constitute a double challenge, Mince ROD is
in itself one of thelVT . chalenges.. WiT challenges also apply when USA
temt, and have been reporteCpreviously-inReferences.,

CAMUSO.i

3. If uncontrolled, he will write ae follows:
,

	

Me.	 KUiGAM

	

(I)	 ( 2)	 •

TEXT IN CaITALS
(3)

9.1.52 .
(4) .	 EERBERT

JELGAVA , •	 (5)

Cr)

If controlled,be will write as folloWes

	

$ ur 1	 ,,git sak#tatfon

	

(1) •	 (2)
•

(4t1.52

handwritten text

Herberrts
(5)

The contra points are:

(1) period after the wan if uncontrolled, none if controlled,

'(2) !KDEGAMP ("GentlecIM0047.01111ed, no salutatiOn if controlled.
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, (3) TeXt in CAaITALS if uncontrolled; handwriting if controlled.

(4) Date and city in cape at lower left if uncontrolled;,, at upper
right with cialy. handwritten if controlled.

,(5) ,Signature "HERBERT" without "a' if uncontrolled; handwritten with
"s" if controlled.

4. If elean, COUGG-2 will write "j" with a large lower loop; if control-
led, he will write as he normally does, with a long tail and email lever
loop.
(Unto: We presume this refera i0o the cover text, since if the SA text
were handwritten, it 'would in itself indicate control.)

5. W/T challenges also apalya Since CA4USG-2 0 s use of W/T is not
anticipated, he nerves that form in his SA-text, and they are therefore
repeated.heraa

. I. nalillacaks

A. The text of the first message will end with the phrase
VILEST GAUDA. This phrase will indicate that the agent is clean. Ail sub-
isequent messages will - end with this phrase unless be is challenged by the
ward LETINI.- His reply to the challenge, if clean, will be to change the
position of VILMI GAUDA to the beginning of the text in his next peesage.
The' position of the ahrase-will then be At the beginning until challenged
again, when the egentwill moveAhe phrase back to its original position.
Thiga- process can go on ad infinitum.

B. The challenge MINI is the Latvianised version of the
German word "Letten." The case officer will use the Latvian word LATVIESI
when he has a-clean question about Latvians. The word LETINI will never

- occur in a message except as a challenge.

C. The fixed phrase VILESIGAUDA is an intentional misspelling
of the phrase VILKI GAUD°, whieh means "the wolves are crying."

D. CAMU80-2 can indicate cottrol

(1) Sending the correct spelling of MEI CANDO.

'	 (2) Refusing to resod to the case officer's ciAllenge.

(3) By intentionally misplacing the fixed phrase.,

.	 r.ev Word.

Any mention oethe word EARAVIRS, which can appear anywheraain a Message 0.
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• EC.„from the Base to the Yield, -	 ohallense to the agint. If the
agent *free frat'oentrol, he will Answer 4th nonsense. If he is ooatrolledi
hmwilrenaMer with asenaible answer.'

If the . Bess should went to ask a question about the Challenge word with-
• out challenging, they will use the word ZALEATS instead-of EARAVIBS.

• . be word KABATIBB will never be used it any message from the Base
to the Field unless it is intended as n:ohallenge.

r.`

ternateyora. Any mention of the word NCSIRBT, which can
appear anywhere in a message from the Base to the Field ,will be considered a
challenge to the'agont. If the agent is free from control, he viI1 answer with
nonsense. If he is eentrolled, he will answer with a sensible answer.

If the Base should want to ask a question aboutAbe challenge word
without challenging, they will use the word BCZAGT instead of LiOSISET.

Ma word BCZAGT will never be used in any message from Base to
Field unless it is intended as a challenge.

""'L.:.	 •

Glythaaalizal. Any mention of the word LAMA, which oan
appear anywhere in a message from Base to Field, will be considered a challenge

. to the agent. If the agent is free from control, he will answer with nonsense.
If he is controlled, he will answer with a sensible answer.

If the Base ihouId waitt to ask a question . about the challenge word •
without challenging, thee4aill use the word Skill.= insteaderLAWA..

The word LAWA will neTer housed in any message from the Base to the
Field unless it is intended has ayhallange,

amE10-3 
.)11

6. If uncantrolled011,//writs as followes
f,1 Ati Augusta 52
!J / Jelgava.

Be esmu tris I. no Valkas. Varu sarikot gulamstabu kadan
operativam. (1)

If controlled, he will write as follows:
f-Al 4.-71i'. 52.

(2)
	 Zelgevir.

, ES BSYU 3 EN. NO VALLAS (1)

7- 1 n
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: The-control points Orin 	 ,ft

(1) If uncontrolled, he mill write in handwriting; if controlled in
capitals.

, (2) If uncontrolled, he will write numbers,ont; if oontrellsde he will
use figures.

• (3) If uncontrolled, he will write "Ati August, 52" Or example) and
the city with no accent Berko; if controlled, be will write ‘OCVITI.52* and
the at, with aocent marks.

Challenge, if Olean will respond to VAREAS in silly -fashion.. Authentic is
'XR1R71.,•

7.• CouTromise and control indicators for maws I and 3 are oovered by
1aAA-422, MOQW-13460,,And OAA-0731.

Approved

Distributions
2 - SR with 1 att.

. IR-without att.
• 3-COJ4withoutatt.

2 - CSOB without att.
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